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(Lone Wolf Records)
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Slam romantics? Seems com
pletely ludicrous on the first 
conjecture but this Is what we 
have here in the shape of the 
Canadian five pelce band called 
"Articles of Faith". Catch 'Re
main in .Memory' for 
example...

'I could walk away with 
no regrets / where the palest 
shadows move / the ghosts will

_ _ roam this room / and linger at
p H the place where we first met / 

There's no place for me to run 
/ underneath this sun.
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WE ALL FALL DOWN SACRIFICE 
FORWARD TO 
TERMINATION 

(FRINGE RECORDS)
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Whew! pass me that rose 
tinted kleenex. Remember

(Any suspicions aroused by gargling on thumb tacks most that this stuff is played at
the name of the band and the of the time but at intermittent about several gigatrons a se-
title of this (their second), long points in the proceedings op- cond, and you might begin to
played, may well be heighten- pears to have caught his realize what a rare thing it is to
ed by closer inspection. Tracks testicles in something that can find lyrics in a thrash song that
such as ‘Terror Strikes,' • squeeze quite tightly. For- don't contain ridiculously
'Réanimation After-life,' tunately this doesn't happen simplistic polemic generously
‘Flames of Armageddon,' very often. peppered with God knows how

Enslaved1 and One other criticism I might many 'f*cks' and 'sh*ts'. Fur-
‘Cyanide’ might cause us to have is that all the songs have a thermore this is FAST! - but
realize that Sacrifice are In
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very similar construction not clean, squeeky clean, 
fact one of a number of only to each other on this par- essence AOF reminds me quite 
bastard offspring spawned by ticular album but indeed to a a lot of a grittier yet more sen- 
Punk and Hard Rock blunder- substantial proportion of con- sitive Husker Di. looking at the

temporary material by other sleeve notes I see with some 
apocalyptic category of metal herberts. I hate to keep delight that this is not such a 
speed/thrash/black/death using analogies involving casual observation as it might

monstrous carnivorous things first appear since 'In This Life' 
but if one can imagine just was laid down in Minneapolis
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V By TOM STILLWELL
LOVE 4 ROCKETS EURYTHMICS 
"EARTH SUN MOON" 

fPOLYGRAMj

ing around in the post
2 "SAVAGE”
as As faIs as A.M. -oriented pop -metal), 

music goes, Eurythmies are 
about as good as It gets.

I Yes kids, it's all neat and ab
solutely no potatoes have as such an organism first of all and produced by none other 

In 1986 however, they prov- this four member gang ’ of plodding menacingly along than Mr. Bob Mould. There is 
ed fallible with the release of miscreants from Ontario paint through a forest suddenly look- no doubt that a five production 
"Revenge". Though a few of a grizly picture of complete |ng up, catching scent of job has been achieved have
the songs had the typical disrespect for life in any something small and squishy to and a sensitive engineer
Eurythmies spark, overall the manifestation whatsoever. tear apart (viz. Tipper Gore) enables the listener to actually
album was marred by weak Take it from me, it's certain- and thundering off on all listen to what singer Vic Bondi
material and a basic lack of in- ly not easy listening for fours, stopping quickly again, is actually saying - another first
spiration. anyone who doesn't really fan- sniffing the air, changing in thrashdom.

"Savage" puts the duo back cy being entertained by direction and then bursting off Listening to 'In This Life'
on the right track. Annie Len- thoughts of what it might be at another tangent hell-for- again I find myself continually 
nox's vocals have never like to be brutally enslaved by bastard-leather, then you've delighted by lyrical content 
sounded looser and almost all a sadistic messiah, commit got a pretty good synopsis of and the sudden tingling inflex- 
the songs leave their mark, painful suicide, survive a any one song in particular. ions layered in each song, 
though It takes a few listens nuclear holocaust only to ex- As fpr the true feelings of the Phrasing and delivery are par
lor some of them to sink in. perience unbelievable pain band, I must admit I'm rather ticularily remarkable in some
Admittedly, much of this Is for- and violent gothic horror confused. Whether they ac- instances: on 'wait for me’ for
mulalc, but It's a formula that retribution. Of course in- tually love to sit around fan- example, the opening segment
works and rarely gets strumentally one doesn't rack tasizing about things that 'I will swallow the glass / that
tiresome. up such concepts on the would have made the Marquis is stuck in my throat / Because

The best songs however, are adagio scale. No sirree blob! hide in the cupboard or I can't find the words to say
those that veer slightly from What one has to do here is whether they are actually ex- (how I miss you)' is belted out
the trademark Eurythmies take all our electrical in- tremely pissed off with society in about three tenths of a se-
sound. The sparse, acoustic "I struments into the nearest and choose a sci-fi/love-craft cond (no kidding)!
Need You" and the cock-rock Black and Decker outlet and soapbox to shout from is This is a gem even after
parody of "I Need a Man" let have a couple of hours of fun anybody's guess. three years and I strongly
Lennox flex her vocal muscles with all the sharp whirly things it's true, Afficianados of recommend anybody that has 
to her heart's content. And therein whilst playing tag with Thrash a Metal though will not yet listened to the great
more than anything, the half a dozen axe-welding immediately love Sacrifice but strength of AOF to do so im-
Eurythmics are about Annie maniacs.
Lennox s voice. Only when Qne aspect that new-wav*. 
they lose sight of this and re- meta| has directly inherited 
ly more heavily on their in- from jts 'heavy' progenitors is 
struments (as they do on course the vocal style. On 
Heaven ), do they lapse Into forwar<j to termination Rob 

averageness.

"Earth Sun Moon", the third 
release by England's Love 4 
Rockets, is basically a fine 
album. The songs are well- 
written, well-sung and well- 
played.

Love 4 Rockets have a basic 
sound that distinguishes them 
from other groups, yet they're 
eclectic enough to avoid 
repetition. So why do I get a 

• gnawing feeling in my gut 
every time I listen to them?

Maybe it's because they're 
essentially still the same 
studied blasé art school 
dropouts they were when they 
comprised the instrumental 
backbone of Bauhaus. Though 
this is musically pretty far 
removed from what Bauhaus 
did, their attitude still gets in 
the way of 'Earth Sun Moon" 
being a really great album. All 
the songs have the same 
cautious, let's-not-get-too- 
excited feeling.

Personal biases aside 
however, of their three 
releases this is probably the 
best. And though it's not 
enough to convert those who 
didn't care for "Seventh Dream 
of Teenage Heaven" or "Ex
press', it won't disappoint their 
followers either. (There. 
How's that for tactful?)
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personally I'm off to bed with mediately, 
my Teddy and a good Enid Nancy Maxime 
Blyton book.

NEDDY STEBBINS Get this album from Lone Wolf
Records $7 CN post paid

Get this album from Fringe 1235 Lambeth Road, 
Records, P.O. Box 670, Station Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 
A, Toronto. ON, M5W 1G3. 2E2

. Urbinati growls with the gut- 
teral snarl of a slavering wolf
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